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Inductively coupled plasma~ICP! etching reactors are rapidly becoming the tool of choice for low
gas pressure, high plasma density etching of semiconductor materials. Due to their symmetry of
excitation, these devices tend to have quite uniform etch rates across the wafer. However, side to
side and azimuthal variations in these rates have been observed, and have been attributed to various
asymmetries in pumping, reactor structure and coil properties. In this article, a three-dimensional
computer model for an ICP etching reactor is reported whose purposes is to investigate these
asymmetries. The model system is an ICP reactor powered at 13.56 MHz having flat coils of nested
annuli powering Ar/N2 and Cl2 plasmas over a 20-cm diam wafer. For demonstration purposes,
asymmetries were built into the reactor geometry which include a wafer-load lock bay, wafer
clamps, electrical feeds to the coil, and specifics of the coil design. Comparisons are made between
computed and experimentally measured ion densities and poly-silicon etch rates in Cl2 plasmas. We
find that the electrical transmission line properties of the coil have a large influence on the
uniformity of plasma generation and ion fluxes to the wafer. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inductively coupled plasma~ICP! reactors are being de-
veloped as high plasma density~1010–1012 cm23!, low gas
pressure~, 10’s mTorr! sources for etching, and deposition
of semiconductor materials.1–5 ICP plasma etching tools for
20 cm wafers have been demonstrated which have a h
degree of uniformity for etch rates and selectivity as a fun
tion of azimuth and radius. Azimuthal asymmetries and sid
to-side variations in these quantities, however, are not u
common occurrences during tool development.6 These
asymmetries have been correlated with azimuthal variatio
in input and pumping of gases, circuit issues related to tra
mission line matching to the coil, and particulars of the r
actor configuration. Modeling of plasma etching reactor
and ICP etch tools in particular, have significantly advanc
over the past few years, and many two-dimensional mod
have been developed.7–10 These models have been useful i
investigating issues related power deposition, transport, a
plasma chemistry. However, due to their limited dimensio
ality these models may not be able to address issues rela
to reactor asymmetries.

In this article, we describe a three-dimensional, time d
pendent model for ICP and reactive ion etching~RIE! reac-
tors whose intent is to provide an infrastructure to investiga
asymmetries in plasma etching and deposition tools. We d
cuss here results from the model for ICP reactors which de
onstrate the effects of internal structures in the reactor a

a!Electronic mail: mjk@uiuc.edu
b!Present address: Lam Research, Inc., 4650 Cushing Parkway, Freem
CA 94538.
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asymmetries in the inductively coupled electric field on t
uniformity of plasma generation and ion densities. Compu
ion densities and ion fluxes to the wafer are also compare
Langmuir probe measurements and poly-silicon etch profi
in Cl2 plasmas. We find that asymmetries in the coil c
produce radial or axial electric field components commen
rate in magnitude to what is normally assumed to be a sy
metric azimuthal component. The transmission line char
teristics of the coil can also produce azimuthal variations
the coil current. These conditions produce commensu
variations in the inductively coupled electric field, electro
heating, and ion production rates which may persist throu
the plasma to the plane of the wafer. Coil generated asy
metries in these quantities are reflected in the etch uniform
across the wafer. Geometrical asymmetries, such as w
clamps and load lock bays for wafer handlers, also ca
perturbations in the ion flux. We will describe the model
Sec. II and discuss results from the model for plasma pr
erties in reactors having asymmetries in Sec. III. Compa
sons are also made to electric probe measurements of
densities and etching uniformity. Our concluding remar
are in Sec. IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The model is a three-dimensional extension of a pre
ously described two-dimensional simulation called the H
brid Plasma Equipment Model~HPEM!.7,11 As a point of
departure, the HPEM will first be briefly described followe
by modifications we made to that model for the thre
dimensional version, called HPEM-3D. The HPEM consis
of an electromagnetic module~EMM!, an electron Monte

ont,
13377/8/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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Carlo simulation ~EMCS!, and a fluid-chemical kinetics
simulation ~FKS!. The inductively coupled electromagneti
fields are produced by the EMM. Those fields are used in
EMCS to generate the electron energy distribution as a fu
tion of position and phase in the radio frequency~rf! cycle.
The electron distributions are then used to produce elect
transport coefficients and electron impact source functio
These values are transferred to the FKS in which the den
ties for all charged and neutral species are obtained,
Poisson’s equation is solved for the electrostatic fields. T
momentum equations for ions and neutral species can als
solved as an option, thereby accounting for inertial effec
and gas flow. The densities, conductivities, and electrosta
fields obtained from the FKS are then transferred to t
EMM and EMCS. This iterative cycle is repeated until
converged solution is obtained. Another option to the HPE
replaces the EMCS with a Boltzmann–Electron energy eq
tion module~BEM!. This option was used for the HPEM-3D
and so will be described below.

The HPEM-3D is functionally equivalent to the HPEM
with added dimensionality. The coordinate system may
cylindrical ~r ,Q,z! or Cartesian~x,y,z!, and in this article
results for a cylindrical coordinate system are presented. T
EMM of HPEM-3D solves for~r ,Q,z! components of the
complex inductively coupled electric field,E. Following the
usual procedure,7–12 a wave equation is formulated from
Maxwell’s equations by assuming that the charge dens
r50 and that the plasma is collisional. The latter assumpt
results in currents in the plasma being described byJ5sE,
wheres is the conductivity. The wave equation we imple
mented is

¹•
1

m
¹E5

]2~eE!

]t2
1

]~sE1J0!

]t
. ~1!

J0 represents externally driven coil currents we obtain from
transmission line model for the coil~see below!. Equation
~1! is solved in the frequency domain by assuming the ele
tric field is harmonic,

E~r ,t !5E~r !exp̂ i †vt1f~r !‡‰. ~2!

The conductivity we used is complex and is the sum of t
conductivities of each plasma species,

s5(
j

q2nj

mjn j S 11
iv

v j
D , ~3!

wherenj , mj , and vj are the density, mass, and momentu
transfer collision frequency of speciesj. This procedure re-
sults in three-dimensional partial differential equations f
the electric field componentsEr , EZ , andEu which are itera-
tively solved in the frequency domain using the method
successive-over-relaxation~SOR!.7

The externally driven currents in the coil are obtained b
representing the coil as a transmission line beginning at
rf generator and terminating at ground.12 The electrical
length of the transmission is mapped to the spatial dimens
along the path of the coil. The coil-plasma system is furth
represented as a single turn transformer.13 Following conven-
tional transformer theory, the impedance of the second
1338 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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~the plasma! can be represented by an equivalent transforme
impedance on the primary side of the circuit~the coil!. Each
discrete element~labeledi! of the transmission line is com-
posed of a sum of impedances

Zi52 ivLci1 i /vCpi1Rc1ZTi , ~4!

whereLc is the physical inductance of the coil,Cp represents
capacitive coupling of the coil to the plasma,Rc is Ohmic
resistance of the coil, andZT is the transformed impedance of
the plasma. Apportionment of these quantities along the co
to each element in the transmission line is performed on
geometrical basis. The coil voltage and current~amplitude
and phase! of each element along the coil are obtained by
solving the resulting circuit equation in the frequency do
main. This treatment therefore addresses only the fundame
tal frequency of excitation. The amplitude of the driving
voltage is derived by requiring that the power deposition in
the plasma be a specified value. The transmission line cu
rents are then used as driving terms in the solution of th
wave equation. These currents are periodically updated du
ing the iterative SOR solution of the wave equation for the
electric fields.

The form of the transformed impedance we used ha
been discussed by Piejaket al.13 The transformed impedance
of the plasma is given by

ZT5S vM

Zp
D 2F2 ivLp1RpS 12 i

v

vm
D G , M25kLcLp ,

~5a!

Zp
25S vLp1

v

vm
RpD 21Rp

2, ~5b!

whereLp is the discharge inductance of the plasma,vm is the
momentum transfer collision frequency in the plasma,Rp is
the plasma resistance, andk is the transformer coupling co-
efficient, estimated to be 0.25 here. We calculated an effe
tive plasma resistance from

Rp5

E j•Ed3r

1

2p E S E j ~u!•dA D 2du

, ~6!

where j5sE is the plasma current and the integral in the
denominator is over the cross sectional area. The numera
is the total power deposition. The denominator is the circu
lating current. The effect of this integral is to more heavily
weight plasma transport coefficients in regions of the plasm
where the electric field is large.

In the cases discussed here, the EMCS typically used
the two-dimensional HPEM was replaced by the Boltzmann
electron energy equation module. This decision was mad
based on the large memory requirements for storing the ele
tron energy distribution at each spatial location in the 3D
mesh, and the large number of pseudoparticles required
obtain acceptable statistics. In the BEM, we solve an electro
energy equation for average energye,

]~nee!

]t
5P~e!2ne(

i
Nik i2¹S 53 ew2l¹TeD , ~7!
Kushner et al.
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whereTe is the electron temperature@defined as~2/3!e#, ne is
the electron density~obtained from the FKS!, P is the elec-
tron power deposition~obtained from the EMM and FKS!, ki
is the rate coefficient for power loss~eV-cm3s21! for colli-
sions of electrons with speciesi having densityNi ~the latter
obtained from the FKS,l is the electron thermal conductiv
ity, andw is the electron flux~obtained from the FKS!. This
equation is solved in the steady state in three-dimens
using an implicit SOR technique. An electron temperature
0.05 eV is assigned to all surfaces in contact with the plas
and the thermal conductivity is assigned appropriate va
across the sheath commensurate with the electron dens
the sheath. This effectively results in an adiabatic bound
condition.

The electron transport coefficients and rate coefficie
for use in solving Eq.~7! are obtained by solving Boltz
mann’s equation~BE! using a two-term spherical harmon
expansion.14 BE is parameterized over a range ofE/N, and a
table of transport coefficients as a function ofe is con-
structed. This table is then interpolated during solution of
~7!. The electron energy equation and BE~to generate the
lookup table! are solved on each iteration through the sim
lation based on updated densities, mole fractions, fluxes,
power deposition.

Charged and neutral particle densities are generated,
Poisson’s equation is solved, in the FKS. To minimize co
puting resources, the ion momentum equations were
solved in the cases presented here, and so drift-diffusion
pressions were used for all species. Poisson’s equatio
solved using a semi-implicit technique as described in Re
In doing so, the time step is typically 103–104 times longer
than the dielectric relaxation time. All fluxes and spatial d
rivatives are couched in finite difference form using a co
servative donor cell technique. The transport equations
integrated in time to a quasisteady state solution using ac
eration techniques to speed the convergence of the mo
Although, the capability exists to rf bias any surface in t
reactor, the results presented here will not consider subs
bias; only the coil is powered. Except for the added dim
sionality, the algorithms used in the FKS are essentially
same as in the 2D HPEM.

III. ASYMMETRIES IN INDUCTIVELY COUPLED
PLASMA REACTORS

The first cases discussed here will be for an ideali
ICP reactor, schematically shown in Fig. 1, powered by a
coil at 13.56 MHz set on top of a quartz window. The wa
is 20 cm in diameter. The substrate to window spacing is
cm. The gas mixture is Ar/N2595/5 at 15 mTorr with a
power deposition of 400 W. Although, this is not an etchi
gas mixture, it does capture many of the features of typ
molecular gas mixtures used for etching with the except
of negative ions. The coil has two azimuthal turns, coup
by a radial segment, and is fed by 2 axial current segme
The physical inductance of the coil is'1.8 mH. Asymme-
tries have purposely been built into the reactor for dem
stration purposes. The first asymmetry is a wafer han
port leading to a load lock. The load lock bay is an open
in the outer wall of the reactor having an extended sized
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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accept the wafer. The second asymmetry consists of 3 die
tric support structures for the wafer clamp. The comput
tional mesh is approximately 45360 mesh points in the~r,z!
plane and 48u planes in the azimuthal direction. The specie
included in the simulation are electrons, Ar, Ar~4s!, Ar1, N2,
and N2

1. The electron impact and heavy particle reactions f
these chemistries are discussed in Refs. 7 and 15. In addi
to those processes, we include charge exchange between1

and N2, and quenching of Ar~4s! by collisions with N2.
One of the most important characteristics which dete

mine the azimuthal symmetry of the plasma are the circ
parameters of the coil. Two critical components in this r
gard are the amount of capacitive coupling from the coil
the plasma~or other metal structures! and the discrete termi-
nation impedance to the coil, in these cases a capacitan
Finite capacitive coupling from the coil reduces the condu
tion current along the path of the coil, thereby reducing t
magnitude of the local inductive electric field. This capac
tive coupling is controlled, in part by the cross section
shape of the coil and its proximity to the plasma. The term
nation capacitance determines the location of the volta
zero crossings~and current maxima! in the standing wave

FIG. 1. Schematic of the ICP geometry used in this study.~a! Downward
looking view of the top of the coil. The coil has two turns with a radia
coupling segment, and is fed by two axial segments. The coil feed alo
section C is powered; the other feed is terminated.@See~d! for the axial
location of this view.# ~b! Downward looking view of the chamber from the
just below the quartz window. The outline of the wafer clamp support stru
ture, substrate, wafer, and load lock bay are shown.@See~d! for the axial
location of this view.# ~c!-~f! Radial sections of the reactor at 4 azimutha
locations.@The azimuthal location of the radial sections are shown by t
section markers in~a!#.
1339Kushner et al.
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along the transmission line.12 For example, the magnitude o
the inductively coupled electric field in a plane'0.5 cm
below the quartz window is shown in Fig. 2 for terminatio
impedances of 25 pF, 100 pF, and 400 pF. The capaci
coupling of the coil is'1 pF/cm of length while the skin
depth in the plasma is'1.5–2 cm. For these conditions, th
symmetry of the electric field improves and the location
the maximum in the electric field rotates as the terminat
capacitance increases. Maximum electric fields range fr
4.5 to 6.5 V/cm. Although, the electric fields are dominat
by the azimuthal component, the radial, and axial com

FIG. 2. Magnitude of the inductively coupled electric field in the plasma
a ~r,u! slice '0.5 cm below the quartz window. Results are shown f
termination impedances of the coil of 25, 100, and 400 pF. The maxim
value of the electric field is shown at the top. The azimuthal symmetry of
electric field improves with increasing termination capacitance while
peak in the electric field rotates in angle.
1340 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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nents do make significant contributions. For example,
‘‘hot spot’’ in the electric field at the top of the figure for th
case using a 100 pF termination impedance correspond
the radial coil segment joining the two annuli. The loc
minimum in electric field close to the ‘‘hot spot’’ corre
sponds to the gap in the coil in the outer turn. The scal
shown here, that of improved uniformity with increasing te
mination capacitance, is not a general result since the ele
field parameters depend, for example, on the degree of
pacitive coupling and geometry of the coils.

The scaling shown in Fig. 2 correlates well with th
transmission line characteristics of the coil and plasma fo
system in which the length of the coil is less than 1/4 wa
length. In the absence of the termination capacitance,
reactance of the coil is'390 V. With a small termination
capacitance~25 pF!, the termination reactance~'480V! is
larger than that of the coil. The current should therefore
crease along the coil, producing a maximum in the elec
field near the input, which is observed. For a large termi
tion ~400 pF!, the termination reactance is smaller~'30 V!
than that of the coil. The current should therefore incre
along the coil, producing an electric field which peaks nea
the termination, which is also observed.

The total ion density and electron temperature are sho
in Fig. 3 for the Ar/N2 plasma at different axial locations
@The heights of these~r,u! ‘‘slices’’ are indicated by the
double arrows in Figs. 1~e! and 1~f!.# The outlines of struc-
tural members in the reactor are shown in white. The low
~r,u! slice is a few mm of above the wafer and within th
confines of the wafer clamp. The highest~r,u! slice is be-
tween the top of the load lock bay and the quartz windo
The termination impedance is 80 pF and the capacitive
coupling is'1 pF/cm. These circuit values and geometr
were purposely chosen to demonstrate asymmetries
plasma conditions and should not be considered as b
optimized in any way. These circuit values do, however, r
resent typical component values which are encountere
construction of the coils.

The electron temperature is 4.2–4.4 eV directly und
the quartz window in an annular region corresponding to
annular electric field. There is, however, a peak in the el
tron temperature on the left side of the reactor under
quartz window where there is a peak in the electric field a
power deposition~see Fig. 2!. This electric field distribution
produces a local maximum in both ion production a
plasma potential. The high thermal conductivity of th
plasma disperses the maximum in the electron temperatu
the azimuthal direction and fills in the central cool region,
that near the substrate the electron temperature is sig
cantly more uniform than near the quartz window. The
remains, however, a vestige of the electron temperature ‘
spot’’ as low as the plane of the wafer.

The ion density has a maximum value of'1.531011

cm23 approximately 2.5 cm below the quartz window. Ne
the quartz window@the highest~r,u! slice in Fig. 3#, there is
a local azimuthal maximum in the ion density in the low
left quadrant of the reactor, located near the azimuth wh
there is a peak in the electron temperature. The locally h
electron temperature produces higher ionization rates at
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FIG. 3. Total ion density~left! and electron temperature~right! for ~r,u! slices at difference axial locations. The axial locations are shown by the double arr
in Figs. 1~e! and 1~f!. The termination impedance 80 pF. The maximum value for the ion density or electron temperature in each frame is indicate
figure. The local maximum in electric field just below the quartz window produces a maximum in power deposition, electron temperature, and ion sou
wafer clamp support structures and load lock opening perturb the plasma density by altering the local diffusion lengths.
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location. The peak in the ionization rate near the quartz w
dow, though dispersed by diffusion, is still evident at th
plane of the wafer@the lowest~r,u! slice in Fig. 3#. The wafer
clamp support posts provide recombination surfaces for
plasma, which produce a lower plasma density extendin
few cm beyond the posts. This can be seen in the mid
~r,u! slice in Fig. 3. The ion diffusion losses to the wafe
clamp support structures contribute to lower ion densities
the plane wafer at their azimuths. The plasma density ha
local maximum in the opening to the load lock bay. Th
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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local maximum is due to the locally longer diffusion length
into the load lock bay which results in lower rates of ion los
to the walls. This also results in there being a lower rate
plasma loss from the volume above the wafer at those a
muthal locations. The end result is a small amount of ‘‘skew
ing’’ of the ion density towards the load lock bay opening.

The fact that the antenna generated azimuthal asymm
tries in plasma production can persist to the plane of th
wafer places added importance on proper coil design. T
isolate these effects, experiments and modeling were p
1341Kushner et al.
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formed on an ICP reactor whose internal structures w
symmetric in the azimuthal direction. For these cases,
removed the load lock bay and wafer clamp support str
tures from the computational geometry discussed above.
only asymmetries are with the coil. Two designs which u
one- and five-turn coils were experimentally and compu
tionally investigated. The plasmas were sustained in 5 mT
of Cl2 with 250 W of power deposition while etching 20
mm diam poly-silicon wafers. Ion densities were obtained
measuring ion saturation current with a Langmuir probe.
modeling these experiments, the species we included are2,
Cl2

1, Cl, Cl1, Cl2, and Cl* . The reaction mechanisms are th
same as discussed in Ref. 7. The coil patterns we used in
simulation are shown in Fig. 4. The coils were terminat
with 80 nF capacitors. The physical inductance of the o
and five-turn coils in the model were 1.0mF and 3.6mF with
capacitive coupling of 1pF/cm, commensurate with expe
mental measurements of the electrical properties of the c

The computed inductively coupled electric fields a
electron temperature for the one- and five-turn coils a
plane'0.5 cm under the quartz window are shown in Fig.
The electric field for the one-turn coil is asymmetric and h
an amplitude 10%–15% higher on the side of the reac
adjacent to the powered current feed. The electric field
the five-turn coil is more uniform in the azimuth, but doe
have a small azimuthal maximum in the lower right qua

FIG. 4. Coil patterns for comparison of ICP reactors having~a! one-turn and
~b! five-turn antennas. The location of the powered and terminated cur
feeds are shown. The coils are terminated with a 80 pF capacitor to gro
1342 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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rant. The azimuthal nonuniformities in electric field produ
corresponding nonuniformities in the electron temperatu
The electron temperature for the one-turn coil peaks on
left side of the reactor, while that for the five-turn coil
skewed towards the lower right quadrant.

These asymmetries in electron temperature prod
asymmetries in ionization rate and ultimately ion densit
which persist to the plane of the wafer. For example, exp
mental and model derived values for ion density as a fu
tion of azimuth are shown in Fig. 6 for the one- and five-tu
coil reactors. These values are for ion densities'1 cm above
the edge of the wafer. The azimuthal angle is measured w
respect to the axial current feed on the powered side of
coil. For the one-turn coil, there is an azimuthal variation
ion density of approximately620% whose maximum map
~in angle! to the maximum in electron temperature at t
plane of the quartz window. The ion density with the fiv
turn coil is significantly more uniform as a function of az
muth.

For these plasma conditions, the poly-silicon etch rate
in the ‘‘ion starved’’ regime. Although, the etching is dom
nantly by neutral Cl atoms, the uniformity of etching
largely determined by the ion flux uniformity. This is pa
ticularly true in Cl2 plasmas where the Cl atom has a lo
reactive sticking coefficient on side walls, and therefore ha
fairly uniform distribution throughout the reactor eve
though it may be produced nonuniformly. Experimen

rent
nd.

FIG. 5. Predicted parameters for ICP reactors having one-turn and five
coils. ~a!–~b! Inductively coupled electric fields 0.5 cm below the quar
window and ~c!–~d! electron temperature. The plasma conditions are
mTorr of Cl2 and an ICP power deposition of 250 W. The contour labels
the percent of the maximum value indicated in each figure. For refere
the locations of the current feeds are indicated. The reactor having the
turn coil produces an asymmetric electric field and a commensurate a
metry in the electron temperature.
Kushner et al.
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measurements of the poly-silicon etch rates and model
dictions for the ion flux to the wafer for the one- and fiv
turn coil geometries are shown in Fig. 7. The ion flux is t
sum of the fluxes for Cl2

1 and Cl1. The peak etch rates ar
approximately 1890 Å/min for the one-turn coil and 208
Å/min for the five-turn coil, a ratio of 1.1. The peak io
fluxes are 9.831015 and 1.131016 cm22 s21, respectively,
also a ratio of 1.1. For the one-turn coil, the etch rate sho
a side-to-side variation, with the maximum at an azimu
corresponding to the peak in the calculated and measured
density above the edge of the wafer. The ion flux to t
wafer obtained from the model reproduces this trend. For
five-turn coil, the side-to-side variation in etch rate has be
significantly reduced and the etch rate is more symmetric
a function of azimuth. There is, however, a shift in the cen
of symmetry of the etch rate to the right lower quadrant. T
predicted ion flux to the wafer also has a shift towards
right lower quadrant. The azimuth at which the etch rate i
maximum maps to the azimuth of the maximum in the i
density. The small differences in the precise azimuth of
maxima in the experimental etch rates and predicted
fluxes are due to small differences in the value of the ter
nation impedence.

FIG. 6. Experiment and model derived ion densities 1 cm above the edg
the wafer as a function of azimuth location for~a! one-turn and~b! five-turn
coils. The reactor with the one-turn coil has a significant azimuthal varia
in the ion density. The discharge conditions are 5 mTorr of Cl2 with 250 W
ICP power.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, a three-dimensional model for inductive
coupled plasma etching reactors has been presented.
consequences of coil design and asymmetries in the cham
construction on the plasma properties have been discus
The uniformity of plasma production can be largely con
trolled by proper selection of circuit elements which dete
mine the capacitive currents and standing wave pattern
the coil. We showed that azimuthal and side-to-side asy
metries in etch rates can be directly correlated to simi
asymmetries in the inductively coupled electric field and io
production rates. These asymmetries persist to the plane
the wafer. Proper coil design can eliminate these asymm
tries and produce azimuthally symmetric etching rates.
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